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WHITEPAPER VERSION
1.0
Name: XTRAINCOM COIN
Symbol: XIC
Decimal: 18
Total Supply: 1 Billion
Blockchain Network: Binance Smart Chain

Xtra Incom Coin (XIC) is a governance and utility token based on the BSC standard.
All transactions on the XTRA INCOM platform will be carried out in
XIC. Xtra Incom Coin will be freely tradable on major decentralized
exchanges and is fully compatible with blockchain wallets such as trust wallet, metamask,
safepal, coinbase wallet.

WHAT IS XTRAINCOM WEB 3.0

A Secure Multi-Platform Such
as Advertising, Farming,
Staking, NFT, Move and Play
to earn
Xtraincom web 3.0 is one of the highly rated secure multi-platform for all crypto, and
non-crypto user and communities we will focusing to serve the underserved market in
blockchain to have a massive participation in these technology
Our Mission:
To massively participate in blockchain technology by providing innovative products and
solutions to communities and end users around the world

Our Vision:
To be the top of mind brand when it comes to blockchain multi-platform in space.
The Future:
Future is so bright in metaverse and web 3 so it is guarantee your future here. This is the
right time to participate. Join now in this revolution.
Our Products:
Metaverse products and platforms
We will provide to community the latest metaverse products such as MOVE TO EARN
mobile apps "XTRA MOVE" which is every users of XIC has the opportunity to earn
rewards token (XMT) while walking, jogging, cycling and etc using the app. and we are
going to release our NFT Idle and simulation game called "Xtra Adventure in ERC721-A
before the year end of 2022.

Name: XTRAINCOM COIN
Symbol: XIC
Decimal: 18
Total Supply: 1Billion
Blockchain Network: Binance Smart Chain

Tokenomics
TOKEN METRICS
Fair Launch on pancakeswap
Initial Public Sale Price: $0.070
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000
TOKEN ALLOCATION
XIC will be unlocked cautiously and progressively.
Token Amount
Staking, Farming &
Governance
1st phase Airdrop
2nd to 3rd phase Airdrop or
Burning
Liquidity Pool & Other
Exchanges
Partnership & Charity
Development
TEAM
Total Amount

Total Supply
600,000,000

Percentage
60

Unlock Schedule
Locked

100,000,000
100,000,000

10
10

Locked
Locked

60,000,000

6

Locked

50,000,000
50,000,000
40,000,000
1,000,000,000

5
5
4
100

Locked
Locked
Locked
Locked

Staking Farming and Governance
Token Amount
Percentage
600,000,000

60

Unlock Schedule
Locked

XIC’s 60% total supply will be allocated to Staking, Farming and Governance Rewards. With
this, we aim to give benefits to community members that have a long-term mindset and belief
that our tokens will have a great value over time. When user lock up their tokens by staking,
they will receive corresponding rewards which are newly generated XIC

An upgrade to the staking system will be developed in the future. This will assist in generating
better rewards for members that measurably contributed additional value to the XIC ecosystem.
1st Round of Airdrop
Token Amount
Percentage
Unlock Schedule
100,000,000
10
Locked
st
XIC’s 10% total supply will be allocated to 1 round of airdrop to build organic holders
worldwide and reach the unreachable and underserved market.

2nd and 3rd Round of Airdrop with Monthly Manual Burning Mechanism
Token Amount
Percentage
Unlock Schedule
100,000,000
10
Locked
st
XIC’s 10% total supply will be allocated to 1 round of airdrop to build organic holders
worldwide and reach the unreachable and underserved market. Or it will be allocated to burn on
a dead wallet monthly event. This will help the token grow by burning this supply within 12
months prior to launch. This will help us to ensure the stability of the platform.
Liquidity Pool and other exchanges
Token Amount
Percentage
Unlock Schedule
60,000,000
6
Locked
XIC’s 6% total supply will be allocated to the liquidity and other exchanges. This will help the
token to stabilize the valuation by locking-up the 6% of newly generated tokens and by
participating at other exchanges (decentralized and centralized exchanges) that are relevant to
the use case.
Partnership & Charity
Token Amount
Percentage
Unlock Schedule
50,000,000
5
Locked
XIC’s 5% total supply will be allocated to the partnership and budget for charity fund. This
will help the platform grow by participating in other projects that are relevant to the platform.
This will help us to ensure the stability of the platform.
Development
Token Amount
Percentage
Unlock Schedule
50,000,000
5
Locked
XIC’s 5% total supply will be allocated and budget for continuously developing and
researching the relevant technology for the platform that uses case for token, this will ensure
every holder, stakers and the community that this project will continue to grow and adapt to the
latest technology in the blockchain participation.

TEAM Allocation
Token Amount
Percentage
Unlock Schedule
40,000,000
4
Locked
XIC’s 4% total supply will be allocated to the CORE TEAM, Management and budget for
continuous marketing in vesting schedule of 12 months and continuous incentivization will be
required to keep improving and upgrading after the successful token trading.

Airdrop bounty campaign is split into 3 phases.
1st Phase: 100,000,000 Tokens will be given away 1st week after its launching
Public can claim 500 XIC for free!
2nd Phase 50,000,000 Tokens will be given away after the 1st month of successful burning
Public can claim 200 XIC for free!
3rd Phase 50,000,000 Tokens will be given away after the 1st quarter of platform
Public can claim 100 XIC for free!
TAX
XIC taxes will be 0%
Legal Disclaimer:
This document is a technical Whitepaper identifying the current and future objectives of the
Xtraincom Platform and Coin (XIC)
This Whitepaper is for informative purposes only and shall not be deemed a statement of intent.
Unless expressly specified otherwise, the innovations and products set out in this Whitepaper
are currently being developed and are not currently deployable or ready for immediate usage.
XIC makes no warranties or representations as to the successful development or implementation
of such innovations, technologies or products, or accomplishment of any other actions noted in
the Whitepaper and waives any warranties implied by statutory or case law or otherwise, to the
extent allowable by law.
No person or entity shall be entitled to rely on the contents of this Whitepaper, or any
interpretations drawn from it, including in relation to any interactions with Xtraincom Coin or
the technologies mentioned in this Whitepaper.
Xtraincom disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of any kind, whether foreseeable or not
foreseeable, which may arise from any person or entity acting on information and/or opinions
relating to XIC by Xtraincom Web 3.0 contained in this Whitepaper or any information which
is made available in connection with any further questions or queries, notwithstanding any
negligence, default or lack of care. The information and opinions contained in this Whitepaper
is derived from data obtained from references believed by Xtraincom Web 3.0 to be trustworthy
and is given in good faith, but no warranties, guarantees or representations are made by XIC with
regards to the accuracy, comprehensiveness or appropriateness of the information presented. The

information should therefore not be relied upon, and shall not confer rights or remedies upon,
you or any of your creditors, holders of securities or other equity holders or any other employee,
agent or person. All opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the writers of this
Whitepaper and do not automatically represent the opinion of XIC. Any or all opinions herein
may change without notice and the opinions do not necessarily reflect the opinions of XIC.
XIC has no obligation to amend, modify or update this Whitepaper or to otherwise inform a
reader or receiver thereof if any topic stated herein, or any opinion, forecast or projection or
estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes incorrect.
XIC and its community, directors, employees, agents, contractors and representatives do not
have any responsibility or liability to any person or receiver of this Whitepaper (whether by
reason of negligence, negligent misrepresentation or otherwise) arising from any statement,
information, or opinion expressed or implied, arising from, contained in or derived from or
omission from this Whitepaper. Neither XIC nor its advisors have independently verified any of
the information, including the forecasts and projections contained in this Whitepaper. Every
recipient of this Whitepaper shall rely solely on its own knowledge, investigation, judgment and
assessment of the topics that are the subject of this report and any information or forecasts that
are made available in conjunction with any further enquiries and to satisfy itself as to the
precision, reliability and completeness of any such matters.
XIC has made every effort to ensure that statements of facts made in this Whitepaper are accurate
and reliable, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, opinions and other subjective
judgments contained in this Whitepaper are based on assumptions contemplated to be reasonable
as of the date of the writing of this Whitepaper in which they are contained and must not be
interpreted as a representation that the matters referred to will occur. All plans, forecasts and
projections outlined in this Whitepaper may not be realized due to multiple risk factors including
without limitation faults in technology developments, market and sector volatility, legal or
regulatory exposure, corporate actions, or the unavailability of complete and accurate
intelligence. XIC will provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this Whitepaper,
however the inclusion of any website or link does not imply that XIC endorses, recommends or
approves the material on the linked website or accessible from it. All linked websites are
accessed entirely at the recipient’s risk. XIC does not accept accountability whatsoever for any
such material, nor for consequences of its use or interpretation. The XIC Whitepaper is not
intended for or directed towards distribution or use by, any person or entity who is a resident or
citizen of or located in any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. The XIC Whitepaper is
only available on https://xtraincom.com/ and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on
to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, written
consent of XIC Law or regulation in certain countries may restrict the method of distributing the
XIC
Whitepaper. Any person or entity into whose possession this paper may come are required to
inform himself or herself about and to observe such restrictions applicable by law. A recipient
of this Whitepaper hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

